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Developed almost 40 years ago, American-made Whirl-Pak® bags were the first sterile sample bags on the market. They were designed to provide
milk haulers with a container for collecting samples of bulk produced milk. Whirl-Pak® bags made possible the “universal sample system”, which
means that a single sample can be used for all tests required for quality control, product content, and legal compliance. Whirl-Pak® sample bags are
made from blended virgin, low-density polyethylene, giving the bags two important characteristics:
• Exceptionally clear film – easy to see through
• Superior strength – unbreakable sample container
They may be used for taking samples of liquids, semi-solids, or solids. Whirl-Pak® bags are patented under Patent No. 2,973,131 and other patents
pending. The film thickness varies from 2.25 mil (.057 mm) to 4 mil (.102 mm) depending on the size and style. Because of the high-quality blended
polyethylene, a high mil thickness is not required to achieve optimum strength.

Reduced Storage Space
“Puncture Proof Tabs”
All Whirl-Pak® bags feature
“PUNCTURE-PROOF TABS.” This
patented process extends the tape
on the tab past the aluminum wire
ends eliminating the sharp points
which could puncture the bags, scratch a person’s hands, or puncture gloves. This important product feature is found only on
Whirl-Pak®, making it easier and safer to use than any other laboratory sample bag! The “PUNCTURE-PROOF TABS” process is patented under No. 5,180,229.

•
•
•
•

Whirl-Pak® bags use only 10% or less space than other containers
Valuable space savings in the lab, vehicle, warehouse, etc.
Significant savings on shipping costs
Easy disposal after use

Easy Identification
• A felt-tip marker can be used to write on the plain bags (see page 8)
• Regular pens or pencils can be used on the special write-on surface (see
page 8)
• Positive ID eliminates confusion and mistakes during testing and analysis procedures

Leakproof Closure

Guaranteed Sterile
Whirl-Pak® bags are not autoclavable
• Ethylene Oxide Gas. Whirl-Pak® bags are sterilized after
manufacturing with ethylene oxide gas by an independent,
ISO certified sterilization company. This saves valuable preparation time and eliminates concern about sample integrity.
Only Whirl-Pak® bags go through this separate sterilization process after manufacturing; if you are not using a
Whirl-Pak® bag, you are probably using a bag that has
not gone through this important sterilization procedure.
• Sterility Documentation. Documentation of sterility is available from our website at www.Whirl-Pak.com or upon request
from Nasco for each box by individual lot number. This
documentation, provided by an independent ISO certified
testing laboratory, verifies sterility for the entire load.
• Look for the Whirl-Pak® Name. Each and every bag is
clearly marked with “Whirl-Pak®” on the bag. If it doesn’t say
Whirl-Pak® …it’s not our patented sterilized bag.
• If You Have to Go to Court — For your peace of mind, (as

well as following good laboratory practices), should you be
challenged in court, always use Whirl-Pak® bags.
• Standard Methods Says — Standard Methods (18th edition,
1992, section 9060A, sample containers) states “For some applications, samples may be collected in pre-sterilized plastic bags.”
Whirl-Pak® bags meet this description.
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By whirling or tightly folding the tab over three times, the Whirl-Pak® bag
becomes a leakproof container (see page 8), which:
• Eliminates the loss of a valuable sample
• Prevents impurities from entering the bag and contaminating
the sample
Go to www.Whirl-Pak.com for more Whirl-Pak®
technical information covering various topics.

Importance of Sample Collection
Proper sampling procedures are of vital importance. Laboratory findings are completely dependent on the quality of the sample collected. It
is imperative that each sample be representative of the lot from which it
came, and that it arrives at the laboratory in the same condition it was in
at the collection point. There should be no change in chemical, physical,
or biological character. All Whirl-Pak® bags are made in the U.S.A., and
to show the excellent qualities of these bags, a free trial pack is included
inside the back cover of this catalog. Use the samples for your own trial.
You will enjoy the ease with which you can use the bag, and be amazed by
the strength of it as well. Most important, see for yourself the moneysaving advantages of Nasco’s Whirl-Pak® sample bags.

Whirl-Pak® Bags are manufactured
under a quality management system certified to ISO9001, except B01299WA,
B01350WA, B01392WA, B01422WA,
B01423WA, B01475WA, B01478WA, B01492WA, B01493WA,
B01494WA, and B01495WA which require an additional
processing step done outside of regular production.
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Instructions for Use
Marking Pen, Rack Tray

1. Tear off top
of bag along perforation.

Instructions for using Whirl-Pak® bags are available
in German, French, Italian, Portuguese, and
Spanish at www.Whirl-Pak.com.

2. Use pull tabs
to open bag.

3. Place sample in bag not
more than 2" (5.1 cm)
from the top.

4a. Hold bag by wire ends
and whirl three times
or more to close.

Closing/Opening the Bags

4b. Or, fold the tab
over tightly three
times to close.

• Whirling the bag as shown in Figure 4a will form the
tightest seal.
• Folding the tab over as shown in Figure 4b is used to
close larger bags.
• To open the bag, bend the wire ends away from the
bag, unroll the tab, and use pull tabs to open.

5. Bend wire ends
onto bag.

Write-On Bags
The white write-on strip makes sample identification easy and convenient. The
paper-like finish can be written on with ballpoint pen, pencil, felt marker, and other
writing instruments, plus the ink adheres better to the strip than the plain film. The
top of the write-on strip on the B01064WA is also the 2 oz. (58 ml) fill line. Several
bags have 4 oz and 100 ml fill lines to assist in water sample collection. Fill lines
are approximate.

Marking Pen
For marking on Whirl-Pak® bags without a write-on strip, and many other plastic
products, this permanent, waterproof marking pen is ideal. It has a fine point so
numbers and letters can be written easily; it also has a clip so it can be attached to
clothing. These indelible black ink pens are sold individually or in a box of 12.

B01180WA

INSTRUCTION SHEET FOR

1. Label the bag with sample
information if necessary.

2. Tear off the top of the bag along
the perforation.

3. Use pull tabs on each side to
open the bag. Sometimes a little
pull on the bottom of the bag
helps open it completely.

SAMPLE BAGS

4. Put sample, liquid or solid, into bag.
Leave enough space at the top for
closing and mixing if needed.

5. Pull the ends of the wire to close
the bag. Holding the bag by the
wire ends, whirl the bag three
complete revolutions to form a
leakproof seal. Whirling the bag
will form the tightest seal. Larger
bags can be closed by “folding”
the tab over as tightly as possible.

Pad of 25
Instruction Sheets
is available free.

6. Bend the wire ends over onto the
bag to complete the closing.

Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin — Modesto, California
800-558-9595
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Newmarket, Ontario, Canada
800-668-0600
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Free!

B01089WA
RV 4-06

B01089WA

Rack Tray for
Shaking Incubation
The Whirl-Pak® rack tray is
designed to hold a rack of
bags during shaking incubation. Made of PC ABS plastic,
it is autoclavable and holds the
rack securely in place during
shaking. The wide bottom design
ensures the tray will not slide or tip
during the process. The bottom of the tray is smooth, making clean up
quick and easy. Tray dimensions: 121⁄2" x 121⁄2" (31.75 cm x 31.75 cm).
Holds rack B00751WA. Sh. wt. 0.75 lbs. (0.34 kg).

B01433WA
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